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The Endicott Johnson Corporation, known for
decades as the manufacturer of good, sturdy
shoes, is now a "with it" company.
But that new watchword of EJ, as the residents
of the company's triple home towns of Binghamton, Endicott and Johnson City, New York, call
it, has evolved through some recent hard times
for the nearly century-old corporation.
Now Endicott Johnson, a company that five
years ago reported an annual operating loss of
more than $4 million, has a new image—the
image of a footwear manufacturer that puts out
a shoe styled to compete in fashion design with
any in its medium price range; boasts an advanced marketing system through what EJ considers the most sophisticated electronic data
processing system of any shoe company; and has
pioneered a new type of sport footwear.
The new image has given a new look also to
the company's financial statement, changing the
print from red to black and showing a $1.5 million
profit in the company's interim report for the first
half of 1968.
Until it was forced by a changing society that
wanted style plus comfort in its shoes, Endicott
Johnson was a company as homey as its product.
It was a company guided by one of its co-founders
George F. Johnson—a man who planned and
built homes, parks and swimming pools for his
workers and designed an 18-hole employee golf
course that, he said, "had to be level so that men
and women who have been busy at machines all
day won't have to climb the tough hills that make
a course sporty."
In its early years EJ claimed many firsts in the
shoe industry. It was the first shoe company in
1903 to sell its output directly to dealers rather
than through jobbers and later the first to open
its own retail stores. Only forty years old in the
early 1920's, the company had become the most i
highly integrated shoe manufacturer in the industry. Ten years later it had become the industry's
second largest shoe producer with a capacity of
45 million pairs of shoes in 28 plants.
Yet in 1960 the company, after experiencing
some earlier shaky years, recorded its first loss
—a loss of $1.5 million—and was fighting for its|
life against a New York City-based holding com-i
pany that was trying to gain financial control. •
Endicott Johnson began to sink because it continued its old pattern of distribution to rural populations while the United States urban popula-

ELECTRONIC DA TA PROCESSING, by means of
a complex of IBM 360-series computers, further
improved Endicott Johnson's customer service and
inventory control.
KNOXV/LLE DISTRIBUTION CENTER, replacing an outmoded warehouse, gave new impetus to
customer deliveries throughout the Southeast.
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tion was multiplying and the rural population
nearly standing still.
While most of the population moved to suburbia with its patio living that demanded casual
clothing and footwear, EJ concentrated on its line
of heavy, staple men's footwear. Although product quality was never questioned, product design, especially in women's and children's shoes,
did not keep pace with the new, lighter styling
introduced by other manufacturers and quickly
accepted by the public.
If Endicott Johnson was to regain its former
position in the shoe industry—and perhaps even
survive—it had to make some dynamic moves.
Just how drastic were the needed changes was
spelled out for the EJ management by a study that
reported that the firm's re-investment in new
plants and equipment had been far below the
competition's pace; that marketing concepts
were unknown; and that from product design to
distribution, EJ tagged far behind the rest of the
industry. The survey also reported a total lack of
management training programs and development
of people who could assess changing conditions
and establish new directions.
Endicott Johnson was turned in that new direction in 1963 with a management reorganization
headed by the move of Eli G. White to the presidency, the post he holds today. Within a year the
company was making money again.
The new management put EJ in the black by

calling for realignment of old factories; installation of new machinery; reorganization of certain
divisions; and analysis, evaluation and overhaul
of some systems. But management's major
change came in the areas of personnel and marketing and sales.
The new forces in Endicott Johnson gave the
workers individual recognition. They built into
the employees the initiative to set specific goals
and work toward achieving them. They let the
workers know that they would be fully rewarded
for success. In this way the new forces instilled a
sense of urgency in all the plants.
A more tangible result of the management
shuffle is the revitalization of the marketing and
sales division so that EJ has 8 methods of distributing its products: some 400 EJ retail stores,
the Kirby chain (on the West Coast), Nobil Shoe
Stores (in the Middle West), the Lehigh Safety
Shoe Co., a rubber and canvas footwear division,
Distinctive Shoes (imported footwear), The Empire Division (private label footwear), and an
in-stock division. EJ recently acquired the Nettleton Shoe Co. of Syracuse, which makes men's
dress shoes that retail in the $30 to $100 range,
and the Trimfoot Co. of St. Louis, which specializes in infants' and babies' footwear. Both companies do an annual volume of business that exceeds $7 million.
Through these divisions, EJ now makes 19 of
the 20 types of footwear produced in the United
States. The exception is house slippers.
Construction plans call for the opening this
fall of a new 100,000 square foot plant for the
Endicott-Johnson City area. That plant, which is
slated to replace two obsolete factories, will be
added to the almost twenty plants in other parts
of the United States and Puerto Rico.
One of the most talked about product lines developed under the new Endicott Johnson image
is a new type of sneaker called Zings. This footwear is made on newly developed injection molding machines so that the uppers are placed over
a form into which molten poly-vinyl-chloride is
injected. The liquid is quickly cooled, hardens
almost immediately and forms a perfect bottom
that is permanently fused to the canvas upper.
The poly vinyl sole is lightweight, flexible and
longer wearing than any comparable product on
the market. When present plans for production
are completed this year, EJ will be able to produce eight million pairs of Zings a year.
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Playing a key role in distributing these new
lines to the stores and the consumer is the sophisticated EJ data processing system.
The company, which considers its EDP system
the most advanced in its industry, uses it to
mechanize many marketing functions. EJ has
made sales and distribution the prime job of the
computers. The company believes, "computers
should be used as a searchlight and not a rear
view mirror" and should be used as little as possible to do any job that people can do.
Instead of concentrating on writing out payroll
checks, the EJ computers keep the EJ shoes
moving through the various phases of distribution.
Dealing with its own retail stores, EJ has a
card-in-the-box system that uses a computer to
print a card for each shoe. A card is put on the
end of each shoe box so that when the shoes are
sold, the retail operator only has to tear off the
end of the card and send it with all the other stubs
at the end of the week to the EJ computer center
in Endicott. All the stubs are processed by Tuesday and the front office knows how many of
which shoes were sold in the last week. At the
same time the computer prints picking slips,
which tell men in the warehouse what shoes to
pick out and ship; and the warehouse workers
select the shoes and send them to the stores. In
this way each store's inventory is constantly
maintained.
The system has made warehouse workers
more efficient by eliminating picking slips for
shoes not in stock and sending the workers looking only for the shoes in stock. The computers
also print a note to the store operator telling him
what shoes he will not get and why.
EJ has worked out a similar, but yet unique
system with Montgomery Ward, its largest distributor of private label shoes. EJ established a
computer program for Ward so that it runs a tape
of its sales, sends it via courier and airplane to
the EJ computer center by Friday afternoon, and,
with the EJ computer operators working over the
weekend, has invoices printed, picking slips sent
to the warehouse and new shoes put on order
by Monday.
As their computer program expands, EJ hopes
to interest all of the individual retailers of their
shoes to join in so that shoes and orders will
move smoothly across the country and onto the
shelves.

